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15 Meikle Crescent, Hamilton, ML3 7QA



This attractive family home is set within a much admired
development just a short distance from the centre of Hamilton
and is within the catchment for several well regarded local
schools.

The interior of this well proportioned family home has been
cleverly reconfigured to offer either a fourth bedroom or further
family room on the ground floor and the rear of the home
affords a great deal of privacy as its set against a mature
wooded backdrop. The ground floor accommodation comprises
of reception vestibule, neutrally decorated family lounge, formal
dining room with access to the rear gardens, integrated kitchen
with utility room off and converted garage space which is
currently utilised as a fourth bedroom. The upper floor offers
three double bedrooms and tiled contemporary shower room
with the principal bedroom having an attractive en suite shower
room and fitted storage.

The property benefits from having planning consent for the
erection of a single story rear extension which would enhance
the already spacious interior and details of these plans are
contained within.

The rear gardens offer a brick built garage space, elevated lawn
and slabbed sun terrace whilst the front gardens offer ample
private parking for several cars.

Meikle Crescent is located within a few minutes’ drive of
Hamilton town centre with its fine range of shops, restaurants and
amenities and is ideally situated for commuting to Glasgow,
Edinburgh and the central belt via both the nearby M74
motorway (which connects with the M73 and M8 networks) and
major road and rail transport links.

This attractive family home
is set within a much
admired development just
a short distance from the
centre of Hamilton and is
within the catchment for
several well regarded local
schools.
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